
Humanity Overthrow Monetary Enslavement
U. S. ofA.

In triumph over freedom from "Federal" Reserve national debt/deficit financial tyranny shall wave. Out of Debt - Out of Danger

Monetary Freedom 101: The UNITED STATES NOTE vs. the Federal Reserve Note. You decide.

The UNITED STATES NOTE
Legal Tender symbol of US sovereignty, national solvency, unity and unshackled liberty. (See inscription over portrait)

By the Legal Tender Act of 2/25/1862 and subsequent Acts Congress, acting in accord with its Constitutional grant to "coin money, regulate the
value thereof," authorized issuance of some $450 million in US Notes denominated mostly in small Bills to be printed by the Treasury Dept and
paid into circulation to pay the wages ofthe military and other costs of the Civil War. The Treasury printed the paper money as a CREDIT to
"the people" and paid it into circulation on the same basis as it mints coin for circulation. These only ever issuances of US Notes are not part of
the "national debt" and have not cost taxpayers one red cent in interest charges since 1862. History has proven, contrary to theories of "expert"
bankers, economists, and financiers that US Notes do not have to be "borrowed" from bankers in exchange for Treasury bonds (say IOU's) for
them to function as a publicly acceptable, inflation free medium of exchange. US Notes still in circulation are legal tender at face value, but on
1/21/1971 the Treasury Dept claiming they "serve no function not adequately served by "Fed" Notes" discontinued their use and withdrew them
from circulation: see http://www.treas.gov/education/fag/currency/legal-tender.shtmI. Imagine that, US Notes that served for over a century as a
medium of exchange at no cost or debt to "the people" are withdrawn in favor of "Fed" Notes. HOME says the Treasury got it backwards.

The "Fed" Note: In your face symbol of subservient sovereignty, debt, national insolvency, political disunity, and monetary enslavement.

Forgoing the wartime Acts of the 1860's, in 1913 Congress passed the so-called "Federal" Reserve Act. Since then when Uncle Sam needs
money the scam goes like this: the Treasury is ordered by the "Fed" to print "Fed" Notes - and Treasury bonds (IOU's) to match them dollar for
dollar. Then Congress signs for the bonds as a DEBT to "the people" and hands them to the "Fed" as evidence "the people" (you) owe it a debt.
Then Congress spends the "borrowed" money into circulation just as it would have if it followed the Act of 1862. It doesn't cost the "Fed" a
dime to make a "loan" because it does not loan its own funds, it only "loans" newly printed into existence money. Regardless of its face value it
costs about ten cents apiece to print each new bill. Even though the money the "Fed" "lends" to US requires face value repayment plus interest
(the national debt) the difference between the .IO¢ cost to print each note and each note's face value is an instant profit in US debt to the "Fed."

Since 1913 Congress and the "Fed" have kept the American people in financial bondage, not chattel slaves in iron yokes, but slaves nonetheless,
"Fed" Notes being the chains that bind them. Since 90% of societal/political discord stems from anxious contention for insufficient public
funds innate to use of "Fed" Notes for a medium of exchange, will America ever have US Notes again and be monetarily free? You decide.
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